1.. Introduction
================

AT quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sensors are becoming into a good alternative analytical method in a great deal of applications. They have been extensively used as QCM sensors in gaseous media \[[@b1-sensors-08-00370]\]. However, from the first works, in the beginning of 80\'s \[[@b2-sensors-08-00370]\], demonstrating that the QCM could be also used for liquid-phase \[[@b3-sensors-08-00370]\], the use of the crystal resonator has been extended to numerous applications in different fields like electrochemistry and biology. Before the extension of the QCM sensor to contacting viscoelastic media \[[@b4-sensors-08-00370]\], few works described the use of the quartz sensor under liquid conditions \[[@b5-sensors-08-00370]-[@b8-sensors-08-00370]\]. The complete physical description of a viscoelastic load in contact with the quartz crystal resonator (QCR) has allowed the study of mechanical properties of different materials coated on the surface of the sensor, like viscoelastic properties of polymers \[[@b9-sensors-08-00370], [@b10-sensors-08-00370]\]. In these cases concepts like "acoustically thin" or "acoustically thick" coatings are of fundamental importance \[[@b11-sensors-08-00370]\]; in case of a thick viscoelastic film in contact with a liquid, a complete characterization of the sensor, together with alternative techniques, is necessary for a comprehensive explanation of certain phenomena involved during the experiments \[[@b12-sensors-08-00370]\]. On the contrary, for acoustically thin films, great simplifications can be done in the physical model and the extraction of the physical properties of interest is simple by appropriate characterization of the sensor \[[@b12-sensors-08-00370], [@b13-sensors-08-00370]\]. These simplifications can be done in a great deal of applications such us: fluid physical characterization, for both Newtonian and/or viscoelastic fluids \[[@b12-sensors-08-00370], [@b14-sensors-08-00370], [@b15-sensors-08-00370]\], charge transfer analysis for studying the behaviour of conductive polymers in electrochemical processes \[[@b16-sensors-08-00370]\], detection of immunoreactions and the development of biosensors \[[@b17-sensors-08-00370]-[@b28-sensors-08-00370]\], etc. However, even in the simplest cases, sensor characterization should be performed through suitable electronic interfaces that must be able to accurately measure and to monitor, even continuously, appropriate sensor parameters associated with the physical properties to be evaluated.

In general, the following steps are involved in sensor applications: (a) measurement of the appropriate sensor parameters, (b) extraction of the corresponding physical parameters, related to the model selected for the specific application, starting from the measurements in the previous step, and (c) interpretation of the physical, chemical or biological phenomena which enable to explain the extracted parameters of the selected model. Step (a) is very important because an erroneous sensor parameter characterization can lead to a misinterpretation of the phenomena involved during the experiment. This problem occurs in thickness shear mode (TSM) microbalance sensors, when significant changes in the acoustic load or in the parallel capacitance of the sensor occur during the experiment, if appropriate electronic interfaces are not used. These effects are accentuated in the case of heavy acoustic loads and particularly happen when oscillators are used as QCM drivers \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\].

For in gas/vapour phase applications the resonator maintains a high Q factor and oscillators are the best choice for sensor monitoring; no special requirements are necessary different from classical quartz oscillators based on the well-known Pierce, Colpitts, Miller, etc., configurations. For sensor-array it would be advantageous to have the sensing face of the resonator grounded to avoid the coupling or "cross-talk" among the oscillators, but even this recommendation has been demonstrated to be unnecessary if a certain level of isolation is maintained between the circuits \[[@b30-sensors-08-00370]\].

Application of QCM sensors under in-liquid phase conditions is very much challenging and this review will be focused on them. The limitations of different electronic interfaces in relation to the application will be introduced. The application will be evaluated as a function of a change in the measuring parameters. Thus, it is first necessary to define the parameters of the QCR system to be measured.

2.. A Suitable Electrical Model for a QCM Sensor
================================================

A shear strain is induced in an AT-cut quartz crystal when an alternating-current (AC) voltage is applied across it through opposing electrodes deposited on its surfaces. It generates a transversal acoustic wave propagating through the quartz to the contacting media. [Figure 1a](#f1-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} (video avi file) shows the shear strain induced on an unperturbed 10MHz AT-cut QCR, scaled in time, recreated with a finite element model (FEM) software (ANSYS). The shear strain goes from negative values (blue color) to positive ones (red color) [Figure 1b](#f1-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} shows the shear wave propagating on the contacting liquid using the same QCR and the same software.

The mechanical interaction between the resonator and the contacting media influences the electrical response of the device. This permits the use of the resonator as a sensor device to detect changes in the physical properties of the contacting media.

In order to treat the sensor as a component included in electronic circuits and to be able of analyzing its performance in relation to the external circuitry, an electrical model appropriately representing its impedance would be very useful.

The loaded quartz can be appropriately described by the lumped element models in [Figure 2](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} and, in this way, be included in electronic circuits as an additional component. These models are, in fact, approximations of the TLM (Transmission Line Model) \[[@b31-sensors-08-00370]\], but they are enough for describing the problems associated to the different systems in relation to specific applications.

For our purposes, it is not necessary to know the expressions relating $C_{o}^{\ast}$, $\textit{R}_{m}^{q}$, $\textit{L}_{m}^{q}$, $\textit{C}_{m}^{q}$ (unperturbed quartz resonator) and $\textit{Z}_{m}^{L}$ (loading contribution) to the physical and geometrical properties of the quartz and load and they can be found elsewhere \[[@b13-sensors-08-00370], [@b31-sensors-08-00370]-[@b32-sensors-08-00370]\]. $\textit{Z}_{m}^{L}$ can be split under certain conditions into the lumped elements $\textit{R}_{m}^{L}$, $\textit{L}_{m}^{L}$ and $\textit{C}_{m}^{L}$ as described in [Figure 2b](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}\[[@b32-sensors-08-00370]\].

The equivalent circuits in [Figure 2](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} correspond to the typical configuration of only one face of the sensor in contact with the load, which is common for most of in-liquid applications.

Different equivalent models have been described depending on the specific electrode shape and experimental setup \[[@b33-sensors-08-00370]\]; however the equivalent circuits in [Figure 2](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} are the most popular and can be used to represent the most common sensor set-ups as well as for modeling the behavior of the sensor in an electronic circuit like, for instance, an oscillator.

Throughout this article we will make use of the extended BVD equivalent model to study the driver/sensor combination, but it will not affect the generality of the results.

3.. QCM Sensor Parameters
=========================

To discuss the problem associated with the different electronic systems used to characterize the sensor, it is necessary first to define the parameters to be measured for an appropriate evaluation of the sensor response. The need to know the magnitude of the different parameters will depend on the specific application and on the electronic interface used. When a complete characterization of the sensor is necessary, the different parameters have to be measured and appropriate electronic interfaces must be available, for instance, impedance or network analyzers. Fortunately, there are a great deal of applications where a complete characterization of the sensor is not necessary, and only "key" parameters of the sensor need to be monitored in order to obtain the desired information, for example, applications where the use of a simple oscillator and the monitoring of the oscillating frequency shift is enough. Many of these applications fall in the area of QCM applications in solutions, such as in some piezoelectric biosensors experiments, or for liquids characterization.

With the aim of covering general cases the different sensor parameters for a complete sensor characterization are introduced next:

Parameters $C_{o}^{\ast}$, $\textit{R}_{m}^{q}$, $\textit{L}_{m}^{q}$ and $\textit{C}_{m}^{q}$ of the unperturbed resonator equivalent model can be determined with impedance or network analyzers by measuring the electrical response of the unperturbed resonator over a range of frequencies near resonance, and fitting the equivalent-circuit model to these data. If an impedance analyzer is not available, the corresponding standard \[[@b34-sensors-08-00370]\], or an alternative method described elsewhere \[[@b35-sensors-08-00370]\], can be used. A more accurate determination of $C_{o}^{\ast}$ can be made at a frequency as high as the double of the resonant frequency \[[@b36-sensors-08-00370]\]. From this analysis the following characterization parameters can be extracted:

*f~s~*: motional series resonant frequency (MSRF) of the unperturbed resonator. It is defined as the frequency at which the motional reactance vanishes and corresponds to the following expression for the BVD equivalent circuit: $$f_{s} = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{\textit{L}_{m}^{q}\textit{C}_{m}^{q}}}$$

The maximum conductance frequency monitored by impedance analyzers is very close in most practical cases to the MSRF \[[@b15-sensors-08-00370]\].

*h~q~*: quartz thickness. It can be determined from: $$h_{q} \approx \frac{1}{\omega_{s}}\sqrt{\frac{c_{66}^{-}}{\rho_{q}}}\sqrt{{(n\pi)}^{2} - 8K_{0}^{2}}$$where $c_{66}^{-} = c_{66} + e_{26}^{2}/\varepsilon_{22}$ is the piezoelectrically stiffened elastic constant, *c~66~* is the elastic constant, *e~26~* is the piezoelectric stress constant, *ε~22~* is the permittivity, *K~o~* is the lossless effective electromechanical coupling factor, *n* (*n* = 1, 3, 5,..) is the harmonic resonance of quartz, *ρ~q~* is the quartz density and *ω~s~*=2*πf~s~*.

The quartz thickness calculated through (2) is actually an "effective" quartz thickness that includes the effect of the electrodes, since the resonance frequency *ω*~s~ is the measured frequency of the sensor with electrodes.

*C~o~*: static capacitance, shown in [Figure 2a](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}, arises from electrodes located on opposite sides of the dielectric quartz resonator. This capacitance does not include parasitic capacitances external to the resonator (*C~p~*) which do not influence the motional parameters \[[@b13-sensors-08-00370]\]. Static capacitance can be determined from the values of $\textit{C}_{m}^{q}$ or $\textit{L}_{m}^{q}$ through the following relationships: $$\textit{C}_{m}^{q} = \frac{8K_{0}^{2}C_{0}}{{(n\pi)}^{2}}$$ $$\textit{L}_{m}^{q} = \frac{1}{\omega_{s}^{2}\textit{C}_{m}^{q}}$$

*A~S~*: effective electrode surface area. It can be determined from *C*~0~ and *h~q~* along with the quartz permittivity from: $$A_{S} = \frac{h_{q}}{\mathit{ɛ}_{22}}C_{0}$$

Its value is necessary in applications involving film thickness.

The determination of the effective electrode area is not a simple task, since it does not necessarily correspond to the electrode area. Actually the effective sensitive area of the sensor could be smaller than the electrode area -- in case of a non-perfect overlapping of the faced electrodes -- or even bigger -- in case of contacting with liquid media \[[@b37-sensors-08-00370]\]. It also comes from the fact that the magnitude of *C*~0~ is not either easy to evaluate \[[@b38-sensors-08-00370]\]. Sometimes the effective sensitivity is calibrated with the sensor working in the solution \[[@b12-sensors-08-00370]\].

*C~p~*: parasitic parallel capacitance, external to the resonator. *C~p~* = *C~o~*\* − *C~o~*. Its value is useful in applications where the influence of the dielectric properties of the load have to be accounted for \[[@b33-sensors-08-00370]\]. Some times especial electrode configuration \[[@b39-sensors-08-00370]\] or different excitation principles \[[@b39-sensors-08-00370], [@b40-sensors-08-00370]\] are used to enhance relevant physical properties of the material under investigation, namely the electrical parameters permittivity and conductivity. In these configurations both the static and parasitic capacitances change and their magnitudes strongly depend on the electrical properties of the material under investigation.

These parameters of the unperturbed resonator are useful in some applications where the unperturbed state of the quartz is the reference state like, for instance, in liquid property characterization. However, in most applications the reference state is not the unperturbed state, and because these parameters can change with the load \[[@b38-sensors-08-00370], [@b41-sensors-08-00370]\] it is better to take as reference the sensor parameters just before the beginning of the process to be monitored. For example, in electrochemical applications the sensor is in contact with an electrolytic solution, it is to say with a Newtonian liquid of known characteristic impedance and, therefore, this is the state to take as reference. This can be done by calibrating the "unperturbed" sensor parameters for assuring the best fitting between the conductance computed from the TLM, for the known characteristic impedance corresponding to the contacting semi-infinite Newtonian medium, and the experimental conductance plot taken from an impedance or network analyzer \[[@b38-sensors-08-00370]\].

In some other applications such as in piezoelectric biosensors \[[@b28-sensors-08-00370], [@b42-sensors-08-00370]\] where the losses, mainly due to the contacting solution, are expected to be maintained constant and only the resonance frequency shift is the parameter of interest, the resonant frequency of the sensor in contact with the solution prior to the beginning of the detection process is taken as reference. This value establishes a reference base line accounting for all the non-ideal effects, and allows the evaluation of very tiny frequency changes due to the biological interaction in the coating-liquid interface if appropriate environmental control is held.

[Figure 2b](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} shows that the loading contribution can be characterized by the elements $\textit{R}_{m}^{L}$, $\textit{L}_{m}^{L}$ and $\textit{C}_{m}^{L}$ of the motional branch. A change in both $\textit{L}_{m}^{L}$ and $\textit{C}_{m}^{L}$ produces a change in the MSRF. On the other hand, changes in the loading properties are also reflected on changes in the motional resistance $\textit{R}_{m}^{L}$, which does not produce MSRF changes. Thus, both MSRF and motional resistance are useful and necessary parameters for sensor characterization.

In addition, it is important to state that the majority of the simpler models derived from the most comprehensive TLM, such as the Lumped Element Model (LEM) \[[@b43-sensors-08-00370]\], or the extended BVD model \[[@b13-sensors-08-00370], [@b32-sensors-08-00370]\], assume that the resonator operates around the MSRF. Furthermore, it is important to mention that most of simpler equations used to relate frequency and resistance shifts to the properties of the load have been derived assuming that the resonator is oscillating at its true MSRF. Thus, measurements of loading-induced frequency changes made with the resonator operating at a frequency different from the true MSRF could not agree with the models derived for QCM sensors. This discrepancy is specially pronounced when the resonator is loaded with heavy damping media.

Another characteristic which makes the MSRF more interesting than other frequencies is that its value is independent of parallel capacitance changes.

For all that mentioned, the MSRF and the motional resistance are parameters of the loaded resonator to be measured.

However, it is important to notice that only these two parameters are not always enough for a complete determination of physical parameters of interest of the load under study. In general, more than two unknowns are present in quartz sensor applications; in these cases a complete characterization of the admittance spectrum of the sensor can be useful. This characterization of the complete admittance spectrum can only be done with admittance spectrum analyzers like impedance or network analyzers, or specially adapted circuits which can operate in a similar way; but even with a complete characterization of the sensor admittance spectrum around resonance, the resolution of the problem of extracting the physical parameters of the load starting from the electrical parameters of the model is not clearly solved, depending on different aspects like the accuracy of the experimental data, the suitability of the physical model selected to describe the real process, the accuracy of the electrical model used for describing the physical model, the fitting algorithms used, etc, \[[@b12-sensors-08-00370], [@b38-sensors-08-00370]\]. Therefore, since the admittance spectrum characterization does not clearly solve the complete problem of physical parameters extraction and requires a more sophisticated instrumentation, the researchers have made great efforts to design electronic interfaces for monitoring, as accurately as possible, the two important parameters of interest already mentioned: the MSRF and the motional resistance.

Then, the problem associated with the measuring system will be discussed in relation to the accuracy in the determination of these parameters of interest.

4.. Systems for Sensor Parameter Characterization
=================================================

We will focus this discussion on the interface circuits currently used for sensor characterization which are based on the following principles: network or impedance analysis, impulse excitation or decay methods, oscillators and lock-in techniques. Finally, some requirements and interfaces for fast QCM sensor applications are described.

4.1. Impedance or Network Analysis
----------------------------------

Since the problems associated with oscillators for the accurate monitoring of the right frequency of the QCR sensors were described \[[@b5-sensors-08-00370], [@b6-sensors-08-00370], [@b33-sensors-08-00370]\], the use of admittance spectrum analyzers to characterize the quartz sensor was extended \[[@b4-sensors-08-00370], [@b44-sensors-08-00370]-[@b47-sensors-08-00370]\]. Nowadays this technique is habitually used for sensor analysis under laboratory conditions having its advantages and disadvantages.

Impedance or network analyzers measure the electrical impedance or admittance of the quartz sensor over a range of frequencies near resonance for a complete characterization of the device response. As a test instrument, an impedance analyzer has the following advantages in evaluating the sensor response: The device is measured in isolation and no external circuitry influences the electrical behavior of the sensor.Parasitic influences can be excluded by calibration due to passive operation of the sensor.Differentiated information in relation to diverse contributions of the load can be obtained by measuring both the conductance and the susceptance of the sensor over a range of frequencies around resonance.

However, several inconveniences remain when using this technique for sensor applications \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370]\]: Its high cost and large dimensions of the associated equipment prevent its use for *in situ* or remote measurements.The connection between the sensor and the equipment is sometimes difficult to accomplish such as in electrochemical or biological applications where it is convenient to ground one of the quartz electrodes.It is not suitable for simultaneous multiple sensor characterization. Sometimes a multiplexing interface is used for a sequential connection of different sensors to the same analyzer, but it can perturb the device response.

On the other hand, the impedance analyzer can determine with high accuracy the MSRF and motional resistance of the unperturbed quartz sensors as reference values. The MSRF is obtained by measuring the frequency corresponding to the conductance peak around resonance. The motional resistance is determined as the reciprocal of the conductance peak value. The evaluation of the MSRF and the motional resistance in this way is based on the suitability of the BVD model for characterizing the sensor response. In BVD circuits the relationships between MSRF and maximum conductance frequency and between the motional resistance and the reciprocal of the conductance peak value are exact. For an unperturbed resonator, the BVD circuit can very accurately represent the device response. Additionally, the range of frequencies in which the resonance happens is very narrow and therefore the frequency resolution of the instrument is very high.

However, for heavy damping loads the quality factor of the device is considerably reduced and the resonance range broadens; this reduces the frequency resolution as well as the suitability of the BVD circuit for representing the sensor response. The determination of the MSRF and motional resistance by using the mentioned relationships is not as accurate as for the unperturbed situation, but remains accurate enough for these applications in which the sensor can be used \[[@b15-sensors-08-00370]\]. On the contrary, the determination of BVD parameters for high damping loads does not give additional information apart from the parallel capacitance, which can be measured more appropriately at double of the resonant frequency. Furthermore, the MSRF determination from the motional components (1) can produce great errors depending on the algorithm used for the motional parameters extraction. An option better than a direct reading of the conductance peak and its frequency from the discrete data of the conductance plot measured by the impedance analyzer, is to fit these data to a Lorentzian curve and to obtain this information from the maximum of the curve; this provides more accurate results in case of heavy loaded quartz sensors. Additionally, an alternative parameter, probably more accurate than the motional resistance for measuring the damping and quality factor *Q* of the loaded sensor is the half power spectrum of the resonance; a relationship among all these parameters can be obtained through the BVD model \[[@b31-sensors-08-00370]\]. In transient dissipation instruments using the decay method (see section 4.2 below) the dissipation factor *D*, reciprocal of the quality factor, is habitually used.

### 4.1.1. Adapted Impedance Spectrum Analyzers

To circumvent the drawbacks of classical impedance or network analyzers, important efforts have been made to adapt the principle of operation of these reference instruments into smaller electronic boards configured for the specific features of QCR sensors \[[@b49-sensors-08-00370]-[@b54-sensors-08-00370]\].

These adapted systems maintain similar specifications to high performance impedance analyzers in the range of frequencies and impedances of typical QCR sensors while improving the portability.

The characteristics of these circuits make them appropriate for most common QCM applications. These adapted circuits are optimized for fast data measuring and acquisition in comparison with classical analyzers and allow measuring and acquiring each datum of impedance between 1 and 5 ms \[[@b50-sensors-08-00370]\]; this means that each complete impedance spectrum can be recorded between 1 and 5 s, assuming 1000 frequency points. This acquisition time is enough for most applications, at least in the case of 1 s. However, they are not appropriate for fast QCM applications where a very fast changing frequency is necessary to be monitored \[[@b16-sensors-08-00370], [@b55-sensors-08-00370]\].

Alternatively, simpler systems have been developed following the principle of passive interrogation of the sensor used in impedance analyzers; it is to say, by sweeping the frequency of the interrogating signal around the frequency range under study. However, instead of being designed for recovering the information associated with the conductance and susceptance spectra of the sensor around resonance, which is more involved in terms of electronic design, they acquire the representative magnitudes of voltages associated with a "voltage transfer function" in which the impedance of the sensor takes part. Then, the impedance of the sensor is replaced by an appropriate model whose parameters are fitted to the experimental voltage transfer function acquired \[[@b56-sensors-08-00370], [@b57-sensors-08-00370]\].

In the transfer function method used by Calvo and Etchenique, for instance, the sensor takes part of an impedance divider where the other impedance in the divider is known \[[@b57-sensors-08-00370]\]. [Figure 3](#f3-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} shows the impedance divider where the sensor has been characterized by its equivalent BVD circuit.

A sinusoidal signal applied at the input sweeps a range of frequencies around the resonant frequency of the sensor; the average values of the input and output voltages are measured and acquired with an analog/digital converter and captured with a computer. Thus, an experimental measure of the absolute value of the voltage transfer function is obtained in the range of frequencies considered.

The theoretical transfer function is used to find the set of parameters that best fit to the experimental data. It is assumed that the motional capacitance remains constant, the rest of parameters *C*~0~, *L* and *R* are obtained by a non-linear fitting with appropriate initial conditions.

Finally the authors of this technique noticed the advantage of using a capacitor *C~m~* instead of a resistor as the other branch of the voltage divider, as shown in [Figure 3](#f3-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. In this context the theoretical transfer function is: $$\left| \frac{u_{o}}{u_{i}} \right| = \frac{\sqrt{\left( {\omega L - \frac{1}{\omega C}} \right)^{2} + R^{2}}}{\sqrt{\left( {\omega L - \frac{1}{\omega C} + \frac{\omega LC_{o}}{C_{m}} - \frac{C_{o}}{\omega CC_{m}} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{m}}} \right)^{2} + \left( {R + \frac{RC_{o}}{C_{m}}} \right)^{2}}}$$

A very interesting approach has been recently described by Kankare et al \[[@b58-sensors-08-00370]\]. The set-up includes the QCR sensor in series with a capacitor, as described in the previous approach; however, the signal used to interrogate the voltage divider is a double-sideband suppress carrier amplitude modulated signal whose carrier is swept around the resonance frequency range. This strategy confers special characteristics to the system that are worth to treat in more detail.

The working principle of the interface is depicted in [Figure 4](#f4-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} where the voltages at the inputs of the multiplier are given by the following expressions: $$u_{1} = U_{0}\sin\omega_{m}t\cos\omega_{c}t = \frac{U_{0}}{2}(\sin\omega_{+}t - \sin\omega_{-}t)$$ $$u_{2} = \frac{U_{0}}{2}\left( {f(\omega_{+})\sin(\omega_{+}) + g(\omega_{+})\cos(\omega_{+})} \right) + \frac{U_{0}}{2}\left( {f(\omega_{-})\sin(\omega_{-}) + g(\omega_{-})\cos(\omega_{-})} \right)$$where *ω*~+~= *ω~c~*+*ω~m~*, *ω*~-~= *ω~c~*-*ω~m~* and the functions *f*(*ω*) and *g*(*ω*) are the real and imaginary parts of the impedance divider transfer function given by de following expressions: $$f(\omega) = \operatorname{Re}\left( \frac{1}{1 - j\frac{Y_{Q}}{\omega C_{m}}} \right);g(\omega) = \operatorname{Im}\left( \frac{1}{1 - j\frac{Y_{Q}}{\omega C_{m}}} \right)$$where *Y~Q~* is the admittance of the sensor at the interrogating frequencies.

As can be seen the sensor is simultaneously interrogated at two frequencies *ω~+~*= *ω~c~*+*ω~m~* and *ω*~-~= *ω~c~*-*ω~m~* which move together with the sweeping of the carrier. The frequency shift between the interrogating signals (2*ω~m~*) can be easily controlled by appropriate selection of the frequency of the modulating signal that is maintained constant during the impedance test.

After multiplying the input signals and removing the high frequency and dc components by appropriate filtering (demodulation of *u~2~*), the following low frequency signal remain at the output: $$u_{\textit{out}} = (1/8)khU_{0}^{2}\left( {- \left( {f(\omega_{+}) + f(\omega_{-})} \right)\cos 2\omega_{m}t + \left( {g(\omega_{+}) - g(\omega_{-})} \right)\sin 2\omega_{m}t} \right)$$

The demodulated signal is formed by a couple of two coherent terms of frequency *2ω~m~* whose amplitudes have the information about the sensor impedance through (9). By modeling the motional impedance of the sensor with the LEM \[[@b43-sensors-08-00370]\] and estimating the parameters of the resonator in the unperturbed state, the authors can obtain the real and imaginary parts of the surface load impedance by non-linear fitting of the data corresponding to the amplitude of the component in quadrature *g*(*ω*~+~)-*g*(*ω*~-~).

This configuration has three advantages in comparison with the classical impedance analysis operation: The information of the phase and magnitude of the sensor impedance is carried out in the amplitude of low frequency signals; this makes easier and more accurate their acquisition.Because the signal of interest is formed as the difference between two coherent signals, any additive source of noise is cancelled.The differential form of the signal permits to increase the sensitivity in case of heavy loaded resonators. Effectively, within a certain range, an increase in the modulating frequency increases the difference *g*(*ω*~+~)-*g*(*ω*~-~); it creates an amplifying effect while maintaining the noise and then the signal to noise ratio is improved.

This original method could be in fact considered as an improvement of classical impedance analysis operation and can be used for any QCR sensor application with the exception of fast QCM at high operation rates.

4.2. Decay Methods
------------------

Impulse excitation and decay methods are based on the same principles \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\], however the decay method is easier to apply in practice.

The schematics of the experimental set-ups for the decay method are depicted in [Figures 5](#f5-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} for the excitation of the parallel and series resonant frequencies, respectively \[[@b59-sensors-08-00370], [@b60-sensors-08-00370]\].

In this technique the piezoelectric resonator is excited with a signal generator approximately tuned to the frequency of the desired harmonic. Then, at *t* = 0 the signal excitation is eliminated by opening the appropriate relay. At this moment, the voltage or current, depending on whether the parallel or series resonant frequency is excited according to the electrical setup \[[@b61-sensors-08-00370]\], decays as an exponentially damped sinusoidal signal, mathematically expressed by: $$\begin{array}{ll}
{A(t) \approx A_{0}e^{- \frac{t}{\tau_{m}}}\sin(2\pi ft + \varphi),} & {t \geq 0} \\
\end{array}$$where *A~o~* is the amplitude of the magnitude at *t* = 0; *φ* is the phase and *f* is the frequency given by: $$f \approx f_{i}\sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{4Q_{L}^{2}}}$$where *f~i~* is the MSRF of the loaded QCR, *f~s~*, or the parallel resonant frequency, *f~p~*, given by: $$f_{p} = f_{s}\sqrt{1 + \frac{C_{m}}{C_{0}^{\ast}}}$$

In (12), it has been implicitly assumed that the quality factor is the same for both series and parallel mode, and is given by: $$Q_{L} = \frac{L_{m}\omega_{s}}{R_{m}} \approx \frac{L_{m}\omega_{s}}{R_{m}}$$

In the series excitation mode ([Figure 6](#f6-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}), the parallel capacitance effect is eliminated by short-circuiting and the frequency of the damping oscillations is very close to the true MSRF. This is one of the principal advantages of the method.

The accuracy of the decay method is high, provided that the measurement of the frequency and the envelope are obtained with high accuracy, which becomes complicated for strongly damping loads.

This technique reduces the cost of the instrumentation in comparison with network analysis; however, the quality and dimensions of the required equipment still remain high, mainly if an accurate determination of the frequency and the envelope of the exponentially damped sinusoidal is necessary. Therefore, this method is more appropriate for laboratory environment than for sensor applications and becomes more sophisticated when simultaneous multiple sensor characterization at high sampling rates have to be performed.

Recently, the decay method has been introduced with two simultaneous excitation frequencies corresponding to two harmonics of the resonance frequency. One of the harmonics is used for a continuous evaluation of the frequency and damping of the sensor, while the other harmonic is used for perturbation purposes by changing the driving amplitude.

This approach allows the analysis of binding reactions under controlled perturbation conditions, while the sensor is simultaneously characterized by monitoring the resonance frequency and the damping with the other testing signal \[[@b62-sensors-08-00370]\].

4.3. Oscillators
----------------

In this section the field of oscillators for in-liquid quartz sensor applications is covered. Some fundamentals on LC oscillators are necessary to understand some concepts introduced here. A didactic explanation of these concepts as well as the typical modes of operation of a crystal controlled oscillator: parallel and series modes, can be found elsewhere \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370], [@b63-sensors-08-00370]-[@b68-sensors-08-00370]\].

### 4.3.1. Problem associated with the determination of the MSRF and the motional resistance

The systems described in previous sections passively interrogate the quartz resonator and, with an appropriate interface, the desired characteristic parameters of the sensor are measured in isolation, i.e., the external circuitry does not interfere with the sensor response. This is the greatest advantage of the methods described.

However, oscillators\' output frequency depends on the specific loop gain and phase oscillating conditions; therefore different oscillators can provide different output frequencies for the same experiment depending on the specific designed oscillating conditions. This effect which could not be easily recognized can lead to the risk of severe misinterpretations of the authentic frequency shift of the sensor characteristic frequency. The problem is qualitatively depicted in [Figure 7](#f7-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. As it can be noticed, different frequency shifts, Δf~1~ and Δf~2~, would be provided by oscillators with different sensor phase oscillating conditions, α~1~ and α~2~, between two different instants of an experiment for which the conductance and phase responses of the sensor around the resonance are given by the plots 1, 1′ and 2, 2′ for instants 1 and 2 respectively. As it can be understood this effect is a consequence of the decrease of the steepness of the phase response of the sensor as a consequence of the damping effect due to the load. The conductance value of the sensor is also different at the two phase oscillating conditions, α~1~ and α~2~; this also implies an error in the characterization of the sensor damping when the conductance is taken as a parameter for its characterization.

The appropriate frequency and conductance to be monitored are those corresponding to the series resonance of the motional branch of the circuits in [Figure 2](#f2-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}, which are, for most cases, very close to those of the conductance peak of the sensor as shown in [Figure 7](#f7-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} (f~Gmax~ and G~max~). However, this point of the admittance response of the sensor is not univocally determined at a specific phase condition, Φ(f~Gmax~), that depends on both the total motional resistance *R~m~* and the total parallel capacitance *C*~0~\* =*C*~0~+*C*~p~ through (15). Therefore, a different strategy must be designed to continuously track this characteristic point.

$$\Phi(f_{\text{Gmax}}) = \arctan\lbrack 2\pi f_{\text{Gmax}}R_{m}{C_{0}}^{\ast}\rbrack$$

[Figure 8](#f8-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} shows, qualitatively, the typical locus of the admittance of a quartz sensor under different loads. As it can be noticed, the high admittance zero-phase frequency, *f~r~*, gives a good approximation of the maximum conductance frequency for low acoustic loads; however, when the acoustic load and/or the parallel capacitance increase the zero-phase frequency can not be longer considered as the maximum conductance frequency. On the contrary, if the parallel capacitance is compensated the zero-phase is the appropriate tracking condition for the maximum conductance monitoring.

As described, the oscillator frequency is dependent not only on "mass loading" (motional inductance) but on "dissipation" (motional resistance). This must be taken into account and carefully considered when using an oscillator in a specific application where the physical properties of the load can change, producing changes in both the mass loading and dissipation.

In a great deal of applications in which the quartz resonator is used as a sensor, an additional magnitude to the MSRF shift is necessary in order to discriminate different physical contributions \[[@b13-sensors-08-00370]\]. In what concerns to oscillators, many designs incorporate an automatic gain control (AGC) system for the measurement of the activity \[[@b69-sensors-08-00370]\] of the quartz sensor at resonance \[[@b70-sensors-08-00370]-[@b75-sensors-08-00370]\]. The AGC system tries to maintain the level of the signal constant in a selected point of the oscillator. With this purpose, it provides a voltage (AGC voltage) that modifies the gain of the amplifier so as to maintain the signal level in the selected point constant in relation to a reference voltage. In many of these designs proportionality between the change in the AGC voltage and the change in the motional resistance is claimed \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b72-sensors-08-00370]-[@b73-sensors-08-00370], [@b75-sensors-08-00370]\]. In some of these AGC systems the proportionality is justified only from a physical point of view \[[@b73-sensors-08-00370]\]. In others, mathematical expressions in which some simplifications were made show this proportionality \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370]\], although it is also shown that this proportionality is lost in some cases \[[@b76-sensors-08-00370]\].

It can be shown that even in the most ideal situation it is very difficult to ensure that the voltage shift provided by an AGC system included in an oscillator is proportional to the change in the motional resistance; unless the parallel capacitance of the sensor is suppressed or compensated. This demonstration can be found elsewhere \[[@b77-sensors-08-00370]\].

The most important aspects concerning the problem associated with oscillators as electronic drivers for QCMS have been treated. It has been shown that although the simplicity of an oscillator makes this device very attractive for sensor applications, some limitations remain. These limitations have to be taken into account in the interest of accuracy and they should be kept in mind in any new work that looks for the simplicity and autonomy of oscillators for sensor applications.

### 4.3.2. Oscillators for QCM Sensors. Overview

In spite of the drawbacks of oscillator circuits for QCR sensor applications mentioned above, their low cost of the circuitry as well as the integration capability and continuous monitoring are some features which make the oscillators to be a good choice for most chemical sensor applications. In this section an overview of representative oscillator approaches proposed in the last two decades for improving the accuracy in the tracking of the appropriate frequency and damping of the resonator sensor, under loading conditions, is presented.

For in-liquid phase or heavy loaded sensor applications, the *Q* factor of the resonator is strongly reduced; for instance, for AT QCR at 10MHz the *Q* factor is reduced from 80.000 to 3.000 with only one face in contact with water. Moreover, the damping, and then the *Q* factor, can change during the experiment. This reduction implies that special care must be taken in the design of the oscillator: on one part in the selection of the more suitable configuration, which will be treated in detail throughout this section, and on the other part in the selection of the components of the oscillator circuit, mainly in terms of stability of their electrical characteristics as a function of changes in external variables such as temperature, humidity, etc. The reason is that for high *Q* factor, changes in the phase response of the sensor due to external conditions are easily compensated with very small changes in the frequency of the resonator, and appear in the signal frequency as a small noise and/or drift. However, for low *Q* factors small changes in the phase response of the rest of the components in the loop of the oscillator need to be compensated with bigger shifts in the oscillator frequency. In these cases, the noise and drift are not negligible and a good control of the external variables has to be done for minimizing this problem. Therefore, extreme care must be taken into account in the design of the cell as well as in the control of the surrounding; temperature has to be maintained as stable as possible by thermostatic shields, the electronic noise of the circuit should be reduced as much as possible even by cooling the circuit at low temperatures, the sensor should be protected against vibrations with appropriate inertial systems, etc. This aspect, which is not normally taken into account, is very important for decreasing the level of noise in oscillators and is one of the most important aspects for increasing the resolution and sensitivity of QCR sensors by increasing the frequency \[[@b78-sensors-08-00370]-[@b80-sensors-08-00370]\]. Letting this aside, the selection of the appropriate oscillator configuration is, of course, another very important aspect.

In 1980 the work of Konash and Bastiaans \[[@b2-sensors-08-00370]\], demonstrating that the QCM could be also used for liquid-phase, and that it was possible to maintain the stability of a crystal oscillator with the resonator one-face in contact with a liquid medium, paved the way for numerous applications in different fields like electrochemistry and biology. This work, although with some poor results in terms of comparison with well-supported techniques, opened the way of using the quartz crystal as sensor in fluid media. The physical explanation of why the resonator could maintain the oscillation under the tremendous load of the contacting liquid was given later on by the well-known work of Kanawaza and Gordon \[[@b3-sensors-08-00370]\].

Until the important work of Reed et al \[[@b4-sensors-08-00370]\], in 1990, extending the application of the AT-cut quartz crystal to contacting viscoelastic media, few works described the use of the quartz sensor under liquid conditions \[[@b5-sensors-08-00370]-[@b8-sensors-08-00370]\]. The use of oscillators was a common practice on these days and the attention was quickly paid on these interfaces to explain some inconsistencies in the experiments; for instance, different frequency shifts were obtained with different oscillators in apparently the same resonator conditions \[[@b5-sensors-08-00370], [@b6-sensors-08-00370]\]. The need for a common reference of the working phase of the QCR sensor in the oscillators used for in-liquid applications was posed, and 0° for the phase of the sensor under oscillating conditions was proposed \[[@b6-sensors-08-00370]\]. It was also probed that the zero-phase condition not always exits for the loaded sensor \[[@b67-sensors-08-00370]\] and then, the use of impedance analysis was generalized as an accurate but expensive interface for sensor characterization \[[@b4-sensors-08-00370], [@b44-sensors-08-00370]-[@b47-sensors-08-00370]\].

In the beginning of 90\'s Barnes analyzed most of the typical oscillators used until then for in-liquid sensing \[[@b33-sensors-08-00370]\]. In this work a clear explanation is included about the reasons of why different oscillators can provide different monitoring frequencies under the same sensor conditions.

The two typical operational modes of oscillators are discussed: the parallel mode has a less restrictive range of operation than the series mode and it can be designed to force the resonator to oscillate under heavy load conditions, on the other hand the sensor phase condition is more difficult to control.

Barnes work introduced the main aspects, which would be in the near future the "key" points in the design of oscillators for QCR sensors: a) one face of the resonator should be grounded for electrochemical or biological applications and for a better control of the parallel capacitance, b) the evaluation of the motional series resistance would be very useful in many applications, c) an automatic gain control should be implemented to adjust the loop gain for stable operation, and d) the parallel capacitance (static and parasitic components) plays an important role in determining the oscillation frequency, specially in parallel mode configurations \[[@b66-sensors-08-00370]\]. Effectively, the evaluation of the sensor damping played an important role after the work of Martin and Granstaff in 1991 \[[@b13-sensors-08-00370]\], showing that the simultaneous measuring of the frequency shift and motional resistance allowed the discrimination of different contributions on the sensor response: mass and liquid effects. Thus, automatic gain control systems were implemented in oscillators, not only for stabilization purposes but as a mean to evaluate the damping of the sensor, with the limitations mentioned in the previous section. Finally, the parallel capacitance compensation has been one of the key aspects in the last approaches of electronic interfaces for QCM sensor characterization (see next section).

From then on great efforts were made in the design of appropriate oscillators in in-liquid applications. Parallel mode oscillators, operating at strong negative phase conditions (≈-76°) to force the oscillation of the resonator under heavy load conditions were used \[[@b70-sensors-08-00370]-[@b71-sensors-08-00370]\]. However, the major efforts were made in the design of series oscillators with the resonator working at zero phase condition and with one face grounded: emitter coupled oscillators \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b75-sensors-08-00370], [@b81-sensors-08-00370], [@b82-sensors-08-00370]\], lever oscillator \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370], [@b83-sensors-08-00370]\], active bridge oscillator \[[@b84-sensors-08-00370], [@b85-sensors-08-00370]\], and balanced bridge oscillators \[[@b86-sensors-08-00370], [@b87-sensors-08-00370]\].

As it has been mentioned the frequency at which the crystal oscillator is driven depends on the resonator phase condition in the loop. Moreover, the resonator phase condition depends on the working phase of the rest of the components of the circuit in the loop. Since it is not possible to choose the characteristic frequency of the resonator at which the oscillator must oscillate, the other alternative, although not optimal, is to maintain the phase of the sensor in the oscillator as constant as possible for a wide range of loads, at least in this way one would have a reference point in the response of the sensor. To this aim the phase of the rest of the components in the loop should be also maintained as constant as possible, in the frequency range of operation, for a wide dynamic range of loads. A good selection of components and appropriate configurations must be chosen for this aim \[[@b68-sensors-08-00370], [@b72-sensors-08-00370]\]. Once this requirement is covered, the matter is to decide at what phase the sensor should work for a more ideal operation. The series configuration, at which the sensor ideally works at zero-phase condition, was initially selected.

The reason for developing series oscillators working near resonator zero-phase condition was the assumption that the parallel capacitance has a lower effect on the oscillating frequency near the zero-phase frequency of the sensor. In fact, the MSRF does not depend on the parallel capacitance, and for small loads the sensor zero-phase frequency is very near the MSRF. Moreover, if the parallel capacitance could be compensated, for instance by parallel resonance with a coil at the working frequency, the oscillator would be operating at the true MSRF. However, it is not know "a priori" what will be the oscillating frequency, and the tuning out of the parallel capacitance is not easy to do without additional more involved instrumentation. Thus, the use of a coil for tuning out the parallel capacitance, although theoretically described, is not habitually used. Under these conditions it was found, with some series configurations, that the initial design at zero-phase was not the optimal condition for the usual range of loads. Different works found that the resonator phase condition at which the frequency was reasonably closer to the MSRF, in the most usual range of loads (for motional resistances ranged from 100 to 700 Ω), was -38°±3° \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b81-sensors-08-00370], [@b82-sensors-08-00370], [@b88-sensors-08-00370]\]. In other cases, although the zero-phase condition of the sensor was desired, the non-ideal characteristics of the circuit components result in a phase condition near the zero-phase condition (≈-6° for the Lever oscillator \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370]\] and ≈-3,5° for the active bridge oscillator \[[@b84-sensors-08-00370], [@b85-sensors-08-00370]\]. The balanced bridge oscillator is, in principle, able to compensate the parallel capacitance, and then the oscillating frequency is theoretically driven by the condition of zero-phase of the motional impedance \[[@b86-sensors-08-00370]-[@b87-sensors-08-00370]\]. Therefore, in ideal conditions the oscillating frequency would be the MSRF. A brief description of the abovementioned oscillator configurations will be next introduced; more details can be found in the given references.

#### A. Emitter coupled crystal oscillator

*Emitter coupled crystal oscillator* is one of the configurations which best covers the requirements for driving QCM resonators under liquid conditions.

In an emitter coupled oscillator ([Figure 9](#f9-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}) two cascade inverting amplification stages are used to provide, ideally, a total zero-phase shift of the loop. A crystal resonator is strategically included in the loop to control the oscillating frequency. In a well-designed crystal controlled oscillator, the gain of the oscillator must be maximized at the desired operating frequency and must be minimized at other frequencies \[[@b90-sensors-08-00370]\].

For a series resonance condition, the resonator could be connected in two different places as indicated in [Figure 9](#f9-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. In option 1 the sensor is in the feed-back path of the loop and controls the oscillation frequency around its zero-phase frequency. Some oscillators have been designed following this approach and successfully proven under liquid operation \[[@b68-sensors-08-00370], [@b89-sensors-08-00370]\]. However, the resonator connected in the circuit under option 1 has no electrode grounded and, therefore, does not comply with one of the requirements for QCM under liquid conditions, especially for electrochemical applications. Option 2 is a more attractive approach since covers the previous requirement.

For option 2 connexion the gain of the loop will be given by: $$A_{\textit{Loop}} = A_{1}A_{2} \approx \frac{R_{c1}}{Z_{Q}}\frac{R_{c2}}{R_{E2}}$$

In the former equation, it has been assumed that at the oscillating frequency *R~ei~*//*Z~Q~* ≈ *Z~Q~*. On the contrary a RF-choke in series with *R~E1~* can be included for decoupling *R~E1~* at high frequencies.

Therefore, the gain is maximized near the minimum impedance of the crystal around resonance and among resonances the resonance of minimum impedance is preferable. Additional methods to avoid spurious oscillations can be implemented in practical realizations \[[@b68-sensors-08-00370], [@b89-sensors-08-00370]\].

Assuming ideal behaviour of the circuit, the phase loop condition is also controlled around the zero-phase frequency of low impedance of the resonator according to the previous equation. For slight loads and small parallel capacitances the impedance of the quartz at the low impedance zero-phase frequency is close to the motional resistance (*R~m~*); under these conditions and making *R~c1~* = *R~E2~* in (16), the loop gain of the system will be: $$A_{\textit{Loop}} = A_{1}A_{2} \approx \frac{R_{c2}}{R_{m}}$$

Thus, the loop gain condition for oscillation (*A~Loop~* = 1) will be covered for *R~c2~* = *R~m~* and the measurement of *R~c2~*, when the system starts the oscillation, provides a method to evaluate the damping of the sensor.

A similar approach has been successfully implemented for liquids characterization and electrochemical applications \[[@b81-sensors-08-00370], [@b82-sensors-08-00370], [@b88-sensors-08-00370]\]. However, it was observed that the zero-phase condition was not the optimal condition for oscillation closer the MSRF. A capacitor in parallel with *R~c1~* allowed to control the phase conditions around -38°±3° which was theoretically demonstrated to be a more optimal phase condition in the usual range of loads \[[@b88-sensors-08-00370]\]. This was also later confirmed in other works \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370]\], although it is clear that the precise manner in which the oscillation frequency tracks better the MSRF depends on the combination of net parallel capacitance, loading and phase-angle \[[@b76-sensors-08-00370]\]. However, as it was mentioned frequency shifts obtained from frequencies different from the MSRF could not be suitable for being used in the resonance models such as the acoustic load concept and Kanazawa or Martin models \[[@b31-sensors-08-00370]\]. For that, it is advantageous to know the oscillation phase of the resonator and a measurement of the damping at this phase, because it could permit to recover the true MSRF and motional resistance \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370], [@b75-sensors-08-00370], [@b82-sensors-08-00370]\].

The most critical components in the emitter coupled oscillator, and in general in any oscillator configuration, are the transistors; their temperature-dependent parameters, parasitic capacitances and non-linear amplifications characteristics are some inconveniences which need to be avoided. Fortunately the use of a voltage-controlled current source usually known as Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) can be used almost as an ideal transistor \[[@b91-sensors-08-00370], [@b92-sensors-08-00370]\].

Emitter coupled oscillators have been designed with OTA following the option 1 crystal connexion mentioned in [Figure 9](#f9-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} \[[@b68-sensors-08-00370], [@b89-sensors-08-00370]\]. In [Figure 10](#f10-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} the basic schema corresponding to the connexion showed as option 2 in [Figure 9](#f9-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} is depicted \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b75-sensors-08-00370]\]. A compact design is accomplished by using the OPA660 integrated circuit which includes a diamond buffer (DB) based on an abridged version of the OTA \[[@b92-sensors-08-00370]\]. The non-inverting common-E amplifier based on the OTA and the buffer provide, ideally, a zero-phase rotation of the loop and a loop gain given by \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\]: $$A = g_{m}^{\prime}R_{4} = \frac{R_{4}}{\left( {Z_{Q} ⫽ R_{3}} \right) + r_{E}}$$where *r~E~* = 1/*g~m~*, being *g~m~* the transconductance of the OTA.

With the appropriate selection of *R~4~* to cover wide dynamic load ranges, the loop gain is in general greater than the unity and the amplitude stabilization is provided by the antiparallel connected Schottky diodes *D~1~* and *D~2~*. The *R~2~*-*C~1~* high pass filter allowed the control of the total phase rotation of the loop, once the common-E amplifier gain has been selected with *R~4~* and the OTA transconductance has been fixed by appropriate selection of the biasing point through *R~1~*. Finally, the phase rotation was selected at -40° in coincidence with the previous works mentioned above \[[@b82-sensors-08-00370], [@b88-sensors-08-00370]\]. The tank circuit *L~1~*-*C~2~* is parallel tuned around the desired resonance of the sensor and strongly reduces the gain for undesired frequencies, avoiding parasitic oscillation.

The basic circuit in [Figure 10](#f10-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} can include a buffer at the output for impedance matching with test instruments. The amplitude stabilization based on diodes can be substituted by an automatic gain control (AGC) system capable to provide, in principle, an evaluation of the damping of the resonator at the resonator phase oscillating condition \[[@b75-sensors-08-00370]\].

#### B. Bridge oscillators

The *lever oscillator*\[[@b72-sensors-08-00370], [@b76-sensors-08-00370], [@b83-sensors-08-00370]\] and the *active bridge oscillator*\[[@b84-sensors-08-00370], [@b85-sensors-08-00370], [@b95-sensors-08-00370]\] are two different approaches of a more general oscillator configuration, the so-called *bridge oscillator*. The simplified configuration of a standard bridge oscillator (SBO) in introduced in [Figure 11](#f11-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. A more detailed and didactic explanation of the concepts introduced next can be found elsewhere \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\]. Early references about bridge oscillators (BO) can be found in \[[@b93-sensors-08-00370], [@b94-sensors-08-00370]\].

The loop-gain governing the oscillating condition for the SBO ([Figure 11](#f11-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}) is easily derived and found to be: $$A_{\textit{Loop}} = A_{v}(\beta_{p} - \beta_{n})$$where the positive feedback ratio *β~p~*=*R~2~*/*R~1~*+*R~2~* and the negative feedback ratio *β~n~*=Z*~Q~*/*R~f~*+*Z~Q~*. For oscillation *A* = 1 and *β~p~*\>*β~n~*.

The phase-loop condition is mainly determined by the difference (*β~p~*-*β~n~*), assuming that the amplifier does not introduce additional phase shift. The amplifier must provide enough gain for sustaining oscillation; the excess loop-gain is limited under operation by the nonlinear characteristics of the active devices.

For zero-phase resonator oscillating condition, the positive feedback is designed to provide zero-phase shift. Under these conditions the resonator impedance *Z~Q~* must be real; therefore, the resonator low impedance zero-phase frequency is excited by the circuit. It should be noticed that at the high impedance zero-phase frequency the negative feedback ratio would increase near to *β~n~* ≈ 1, making improbable the oscillation at this frequency.

Under small loading condition, at resonator zero-phase operation, *Z~Q~* can be approximated to the motional resistance *R~m~*, but for heavy loads the parallel capacitance effects have an important contribution on the phase-frequency combination. This negative influence must be avoided by appropriate tuning out of the parallel capacitance with, for example, a parallel inductance. In fact, the operating loading range is drastically improved in this way; therefore, from now on, in this section, the impedance of the resonator will be substituted by the motional resistance *R~m~* in the equations.

For a practical application of the previous equations, the schematic realization of a standard bridge crystal oscillator is depicted in [Figure 12](#f12-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}.

The analysis of the small signal equivalent circuit gives the following loop-gain \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\]: $$A = \frac{R_{c}}{2r_{E}}\frac{1}{1 + \frac{R_{c}}{R_{f} + R_{m}}}\left( {\frac{R_{2}}{R_{1} + R_{2}} - \frac{R_{m}}{R_{f} + R_{m}}} \right) = 1\angle 0{^\circ}$$where *r~E~* = 1/*g~m~*, being *g~m~* the transconductance of the transistors and the direct gain *A~v~* (19) is: $$A_{v} = \frac{u_{o}}{u_{+} - u_{-}} = \frac{R_{c}}{2r_{E}}\frac{R_{f} + R_{m}}{R_{f} + R_{m} + R_{c}}$$

The former equation allows making the following considerations for SBO under liquid loading conditions:

*R~f~* must be selected is such a way to appropriately cover the dynamic range of loads expected in the experiment. Then, according to the maximum value of *β~n~*, the magnitude of *β~p~* must be selected, but keeping in mind that a very low magnitude of the expression between the brackets in (20) will require a high value of *A~v~* which is limited to *R~c~*/2*r~E~*.

For heavy loads, the maximum direct gain *A~v~* = *R~c~*/2*r~E~* must be chosen high enough for exciting oscillation at steady-state.

The excess of gain under operating conditions will be limited by nonlinearities of the amplifiers; in this case the intrinsic emitter resistance *r~E~* which is strongly dependent on the signal amplitude and bias point. In the SBO configuration changes in the value of *r~E~* can only occur with drastic changes in the oscillating amplitude or by changing the bias point of the active devices under controlled conditions, for instance by automatic gain control (AGC) systems. Because strong changes in amplitude oscillation induce poor frequency stability and noise, it is more appropriate to implement AGC systems to maintain the gain-excess at minimum and to drive the circuit with small amplitude of the oscillation signal; this improves the linearity, the signal noise and the amplitude and frequency stability. Additionally, these AGC circuits allow monitoring of the resonator losses, although increase the complexity of the system.

The *lever oscillator*, whose practical realization is depicted in [Figure 13](#f13-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}, is in fact a half-bridge oscillator. The loop-gain governing the circuit is, according to (20): $$\frac{R_{c}}{2r_{E}}\frac{1}{1 + \frac{R_{c}}{R_{f} + R_{m}}}\left( {1 - \frac{R_{m}}{R_{f} + R_{m}}} \right) = 1\angle 0{^\circ}$$

As mentioned above, *β~p~*=1 and the oscillation phase condition is controlled by the negative feed-back path *β~n~* which increases with *R~m~*.

The direct gain *A~v~* is also "leveraged" by the value of *R~m~*. Effectively, *A~v~* increases with *R~m~*; however, this increment is only significant for values of *R~f~* and *R~c~* of similar magnitude to *R~m~*. Even with this increasing effect on the magnitude of *A~v~*, strong changes of *r~E~* are necessary when resonator losses change in a relative wide loading range. As mentioned, if an AGC is not used to stabilize the oscillating amplitude by appropriate change of the bias point, the oscillator suffers of stability problems, mainly at high frequencies of oscillation \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b76-sensors-08-00370]\].

On the other hand, the oscillator ideally works at resonator zero-phase condition; however, when parasitic effects are taken into account the resonator phase at oscillating condition deviates to ≈-6° under usual liquid loading conditions, (*R~m~*\>200Ω) \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370]\]. Furthermore, for lower impedances the loop gain is poorly controlled by the resonator and the phase condition is determined by parasitic effects.

The circuit has been successfully proven for in-liquid operation with AGC and it has been noticed that an accurate tuning out of the parallel capacitance is necessary for a proper operation in the typical range of loads \[[@b76-sensors-08-00370]\]. It was also found that when non-perfect parallel capacitance compensation is achieved, a negative resonator phase for oscillating condition fits better the MSRF in a wider range of loads than the zero-phase condition, in coincidence with other in-parallel works \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370], [@b81-sensors-08-00370], [@b82-sensors-08-00370], [@b88-sensors-08-00370]\].

The *active bridge oscillator* (ABO) \[[@b84-sensors-08-00370], [@b85-sensors-08-00370], [@b95-sensors-08-00370]\], whose simplified schematics of a practical realization is depicted in [Figure 14](#f14-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}, suggests, at first sight, to be a standard half-bridge oscillator; however, the substitution of the current source by a lower emitter impedance *R~E~* "degenerates" the half-bridge configuration in a full-bridge oscillator with *β~p~*\<1 and strongly dependent on the intrinsic emitter resistance *r~E~*.

The analysis of the small signal equivalent circuit gives the following loop-gain equation for the ABO \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\]: $$A_{\textit{Loop}} = A_{v}(\beta_{p} - \beta_{n}) = 1\angle 0{^\circ}$$where $$A_{v} = \frac{R_{c}}{r_{E}(1 + \beta_{p})};\beta_{p} = \frac{R_{E}}{R_{E} + r_{e}};\beta_{n} = \frac{R_{m}}{R_{f} + R_{m}};R_{c} = R_{2} ⫽ R_{3}$$

In the ABO the bias points of transistors *Q~1~* and *Q~2~* are similar as in the case of SBO (*R~4~*≈*R~f~* in [Figure 14](#f14-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}). However under oscillation conditions, the signal amplitudes at the bases are completely different; the base of *Q~1~* has amplitude of oscillation similar to *u~o~* while the base of *Q~2~* is operating at a fraction of the output signal amplitude *u~o~*. This makes the magnitudes of *A~v~* and *β~p~* to be a strong function of *r~E~*.

For heavy loads, high *R~m~*, *R~f~* must be selected appropriately to cover the loading range, for instance *R~f~* = 2500 Ω; *β~p~* must be chosen smaller than 1 with *R~E~* of adequate small value to improve the quality factor of circuit in relation to that of the resonator. Once *R~f~*, *R~E~* and a representative value of *R~m~* have been determined, the value of *r~E~* for *A*=1 is calculated and the corresponding bias point provided. Under these conditions, an increase of *R~m~* increases *u*~-~ and reduces the amplitude of oscillation while increases *β~n~*; on the other part, the new oscillating condition requires a smaller value of *r~E~* to sustain the loop-gain *A*= 1 which, in turn, increases *β~p~* allowing a certain degree of adaptation to a wider range of loads. The amplitude stability is improved as well in comparison with a SBO since relative small changes in the amplitude of the oscillation signal are enough to reach the new value of *r~E~* for sustaining oscillation (loop-gain condition). Therefore, as *R~m~* increases the amplitude of oscillation decreases smoothly and with almost linear dependence with the increase of resonator loss \[[@b85-sensors-08-00370]\].

This approach has been successfully proven under heavy loads (*R~m~* as high as 3500 Ω for 5MHz AT-cut quartz). The oscillating resonator phase condition under real experiment separate from the zero-phase condition around -10° in the mentioned range of loads (200\<*R~m~*\<3500). This deviation is due to parasitic capacitances of the active devices, mainly to the base-collector capacitance of *Q~2~* which creates a Miller effect that strongly influences the phase response of the system. By substituting *Q~2~* with a cascode amplifier the performance is highly improved reducing the deviation to -3.5° \[[@b85-sensors-08-00370]\]. This resonator phase condition for oscillation is quite good if the parallel capacitance is successfully tuned out.

The advantage of this configuration is that the amplitude of oscillation decreases in relative lineal shape as *R~m~* increases; this avoids the necessity of AGC systems to get the resonator loss information, which can be directly obtained from the oscillation signal amplitude level. As in the case of the lever oscillator for impedances lower than 300Ω the loop gain is poorly controlled by the resonator, unless the resistance *R~f~* is changed to an appropriate lower value, and the phase condition is determined by parasitic effects. Thus, the common trade-off between wide loading range and phase accuracy arises.

As it can be noticeable until now, oscillators operating at oscillating condition reasonably closer to resonator zero-phase can be made by appropriate design and component selection. The convenience of this oscillation criterion resides, basically, in the accuracy with which the parallel capacitance compensation is achieved. For heavy loads the contribution of the parallel capacitance in the phase-frequency relationship is not negligible, even for small capacitance of about 1-3 pF \[[@b72-sensors-08-00370], [@b76-sensors-08-00370]\]. Under a perfect parallel capacitance compensation the oscillating frequency at zero-phase would be exactly the MSRF, being the deviation due to the lack of fidelity with which the circuit servoes the zero-phase condition. This compensation of the parallel capacitance is made more evident when some distance between the sensor and the electronics is required, and the parallel capacitance is strongly increased with the capacitance of the connexion cable.

#### C. Balanced bridge oscillator

A different oscillator concept, the so-called *balanced bridge oscillator*\[[@b86-sensors-08-00370], [@b87-sensors-08-00370]\], allows, at least theoretically, a perfect compensation of the parallel capacitance at different frequencies (a parallel inductance only tunes out the capacitance at the selected resonant frequency).

The principle of the balanced bridge oscillator is depicted in [Figure 15](#f15-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. Two ideally equal branches form a differential configuration; the input signal *u~1~* is transferred to the emitters of *Q~1~* and *Q~2~* and the emitter currents are voltage-converted at the collectors and fed-back to the input after differential amplification. For a perfect compensation (*C~v~*=*C~0~*\*), the ideal loop-gain of the oscillator circuit is: $$A = \frac{R_{c}}{Z_{m}}A_{D} = 1\angle 0{^\circ}$$

Assuming no phase shift of the differential amplifier, the zero-phase of the resonator motional branch governs the oscillation phase condition of the circuit. The minimum gain *A~D~* for oscillation would be *A~D~* = *R~m~*/*R~c~*; therefore, by appropriate selection of *R~c~* a wide loading range could be driven with this type of oscillator. For a better operation, minimizing nonlinearities of the active devices, an AGC can be implemented which, in turn, provides the information about resonator losses.

As in all oscillator configurations the appropriate component selection is a crucial matter for an accurate zero-phase loop condition at the desired phase of the resonator. In this configuration, the use of "diamond transistors" (OTA) \[[@b92-sensors-08-00370]\] can greatly improve the performance of the system. A circuit proposal for a balanced bridge oscillator using OTAs has been introduced elsewhere \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370]\].

The balanced bridge oscillator uses a capacitor for implementing the parallel capacitance compensation; this type of capacitance compensation can be extended to other type of oscillator configurations by using the circuit shown in [Figure 16](#f16-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}\[[@b96-sensors-08-00370], [@b97-sensors-08-00370]\]. The major problem of this technique is the lack of ideality of the transformers and the selection of the capacitance *C~v~* for compensating the parallel capacitance, i.e., the calibration of the parallel capacitance compensation.

A comprehensive overview of different oscillator configurations proposed for driven QCM sensors under heavy loading condition has been presented. As it can be noticed emitter coupled oscillators designed, in principle, for a zero-phase oscillating condition of the resonator, were finally adjusted to a resonator phase of around -40°. The frequency shift and damping monitoring, together with the knowledge of the phase at which the resonator is operating in the oscillator, allow recovering the true MSRF and motional resistance if previous characterization of the unperturbed resonator and careful calibration of the oscillator circuit are made \[[@b75-sensors-08-00370]\]. For that, expensive instrumentation, like impedance or network analyzers, could be necessary. Thus, the advantage of the simplicity of oscillator circuits is, after all, broken.

Bridge and active bridge oscillators are simple and accurate enough to be successfully used to drive heavy loaded resonators in a wide dynamic range of loads, but the accuracy of the tracking frequency and resonator loss information depends strongly on the ideal characteristics of the components and, even more importantly, on the fidelity with which the parallel capacitance is tuned out with a parallel inductance, which is not an easy task and is only valid at a certain frequency not known "a priori". Apparently balanced bridge oscillators have been proposed as excellent alternative and, appropriately designed, could compensate the parallel capacitance in a wide range of frequencies and then tracking the MSRF and the resonator loss *R~m~* more accurately than the rest of the configurations. However, until now no oscillator configuration has been described able to accurately drive the resonator at MSRF on a wide range of loads. For this goal oscillator-like operating circuits based on phase locked loop techniques (next section) could be a good solution.

Fortunately, there are many applications in which oscillators, although not rigorously working at MSRF, are the best option. Effectively, for applications in which the resonator loss and the parallel capacitance are maintained relatively constant during experiment, the frequency shift of the resonator sensor, which is the parameter of interest, is practically independent on the resonator phase under oscillating conditions. These applications as in most of piezoelectric biosensors and in some electrochemical applications like *ac*-electrogravimetry, among others, can be appropriately monitored with oscillators described in this section. The relative simplicity and the small size of these circuits allow a very good control of the environmental conditions, what can drastically reduce the noise and improve the stability.

On the other hand, when the resonator losses and parallel capacitance change during experiment, the deviations in the measurements should be carefully evaluated to be conscious of the error propagation in the interpretation of results. In general, oscillators are not a good interface in these cases. Passive measurements based on network or impedance analyzers could be used or, alternatively, simpler and cheaper systems which operate similarly to oscillators but implement a passive interrogation of the sensor, allowing an easy and accurate calibration of the system. These configurations are based on lock-in techniques, and will be described in the next section.

4.4. Lock-in Techniques
-----------------------

These techniques aim at the simplicity of oscillators while overcoming their limitations. From the previous analysis on oscillators, it can be noticed that their limitations come from the fact that the oscillation depends on a loop condition in which the sensor is integrated, then the resonator phase condition for oscillation is the one necessary to compensate the phase response of the rest of the components of the loop. Any no-ideality in the phase-frequency response of the external circuit, mainly due to active devices, is transferred to the sensor which changes the phase and then the frequency in order to comply with the loop oscillation condition. It has been shown how a good selection of components and a zero-phase condition of the external circuit to the sensor under parallel capacitance compensation can provide good results. Then, the problem of dependence of the no-idealities of the active components can be solved if the resonator is passively interrogated with an external oscillator whose frequency locks the MSRF. To this aim two techniques have been proposed: a) the oscillator locks the zero-phase frequency of the resonators under parallel capacitance compensation conditions and b) the oscillator finds or locks the maximum conductance frequency of the sensor. Next some different approaches for these techniques will be introduced.

### 4.4.1. Phase-locked loop techniques with parallel capacitance compensation

In these techniques an external voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) locks at the zero-phase frequency of the motional branch of the sensor. For that aim this technique must simultaneously accomplish accurate parallel capacitance compensation which should be controlled by an easy calibration procedure. A circuit implementing a phase locked loop (PLL) technique with parallel capacitance compensation is shown in [Figure 17](#f17-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}\[[@b77-sensors-08-00370]\].

Similar previous approaches do not maintain one face of the resonator connected to real ground, and more complex calibration procedures are required to assure that the system locks at MSRF and that the parallel capacitance is accurately compensated \[[@b98-sensors-08-00370]-[@b100-sensors-08-00370]\]. On the contrary, the system in [Figure 17](#f17-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} allows a very easy and effective calibration without the need of additional expensive instrumentation.

The basic operation of the circuit can be summarized a follows. When the current through the capacitor *C~v~* equals the current through the parallel capacitance of the sensor, only the motional arm of the sensor influences the voltage *u~A~*. Because the PLL maintains the phases of the signals at points A and B equal, the MSRF of the sensor is continuously locked by the system. For that appropriate calibration must be performed in an easy way as explained elsewhere \[[@b77-sensors-08-00370]\].

An improved version of the system previously described is depicted in [Figure 18](#f18-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}\[[@b101-sensors-08-00370]\].

The aim of the system is to perform a continuous parallel capacitance compensation which is very interesting since it permits the monitoring of an additional important parameter in some applications. The concept behind the design was introduced elsewhere \[[@b102-sensors-08-00370], [@b103-sensors-08-00370]\]; that is, by simultaneous exciting the quartz crystal at two frequencies, and assuming linear behavior of the resonator at the driving level of the signals, the compensation of the parallel capacitance *C*~0~\* is automatically and simultaneously made with the locking of the MSRF of the sensor. This is accomplished with two PLL working at different frequencies, one is an auxiliary frequency used for testing the value of the parallel capacitance and the other is the sweeping frequency around the resonance of the sensor. Details of the calibration steps with a more detailed explanation of the system operation have been introduced elsewhere \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370], [@b101-sensors-08-00370]\].

A different parallel compensation concept is used in references \[[@b102-sensors-08-00370], [@b103-sensors-08-00370]\] at low frequencies far from resonance, where only capacitive behavior of the sensor is expected, for instance 50 KHz. In this approach the parallel compensation detects a null voltage instead of a phase condition; the schema, only the capacitance compensation loop, is depicted in [Figure 19](#f19-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. Effectively, for stable operation of the loop a null voltage is necessary at the input of the integrator I2. This is only possible for a zero-voltage at the input of the multiplier M1, which occurs when the amplifier A1 acts as a follower, it is to say, when the parallel capacitance is compensated.

By applying the same concept of simultaneously exciting the sensor at different frequencies, different harmonics can be monitored at the same time. Recently a very nice and simple design has been introduced for a dual-harmonic oscillator-like operating circuit \[[@b104-sensors-08-00370]\] ([Figure 20](#f20-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}).

The schematic depicted in [Figure 20](#f20-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} uses a phase detection based on multipliers, like in \[[@b102-sensors-08-00370], [@b103-sensors-08-00370]\], and includes parallel capacitance compensation as well, although not automatic in this case for simplicity purposes.

The key concept of the PLL techniques is the accurate compensation of the parallel capacitance. An alternative technique is to lock at the frequency at which the conductance of the sensor reaches a maximum, which coincides with the MSRF in most of cases \[[@b15-sensors-08-00370]\]. Because the conductance of the sensor is not influenced by the parallel capacitance, this technique avoids the necessity of its compensation.

### 4.4.2. Lock-in Techniques at Maximum Conductance Frequency

The schematic concept of these techniques is depicted in [Figure 21](#f21-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. The sensor is passively interrogated by a signal whose frequency sweeps the resonance frequency range. The current through the sensor is voltage-converted and multiplied with the interrogating signal. The low frequency component, *V~G~*, at the output of the multiplier is proportional to the conductance.

The problem now is how to detect or lock at the maximum of this signal. Some efforts have been addressed to this aim. Nakamoto and Kobayashi \[[@b105-sensors-08-00370]\] proposed a circuit based on this concept which used a peak detector for detecting the maximum of this signal; at the peak detection additional digital circuitry allowed the acquisition of the corresponding voltage at the input of the VCO and the value of the voltage *V~Gmax~*. This sweeping was repeated cyclically around each second. The acquired values of the VCO input voltage and the conductance voltage *V~G~* at the peak give information about the frequency and resonator loss. In order to obtain enough frequency resolution, a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) was used which greatly limits the dynamic range of the system (see next section). The design worked fine for high *Q* sensors but the flatness of the conductance peak for low *Q* resonators made the detection of the conductance peak difficult and the accuracy of the measurements to decrease.

Recently, a method for continuously locking at the maximum conductance frequency has been introduced by Jakoby et al \[[@b106-sensors-08-00370]\]. In this method the block depicted in [Figure 21](#f21-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"} is included inside another loop as indicated in [Figure 22](#f22-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}. According to this schema, the output signal of the VCO is frequency modulated by two signals: one coming from the integrator, *u~c~*, and another auxiliary low frequency signal coming from an external function generator, *u~aux~*, for example a sinusoidal signal. The signal from the integrator determines the central frequency, namely the carrier at the output of the VCO in [Figure 21](#f21-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}, and the low frequency signal provides a carrier frequency modulation with a deviation which depends on the signal amplitude. Therefore, this system implements a frequency modulation whose carrier frequency shifts until the maximum conductance frequency is locked \[[@b29-sensors-08-00370], [@b106-sensors-08-00370]\].

In this technique the signal that interrogates the sensor is a frequency modulated signal, therefore the information on the maximum conductance frequency is provided through the output voltage of the integrator under locking conditions; in this case the frequency resolution depends on the resolution in measuring the voltage, which depends on the frequency-voltage response of the VCO; for high resolution, narrow frequency sweeping ranges must be covered with wide voltage ranges, then a VCXO can be a good solution, although the dynamic frequency range is drastically reduced.

4.5. Interface Circuits for Fast QCM Applications
-------------------------------------------------

Fast QCM can be defined as a QCM in which the frequency changes to be monitored can occur at a very high rate, for instance 1000 times per second. It means that the characteristic resonant frequency of the resonator sensor is changing at rate of 1000 times per second. At this moment no interface circuit, with exception of oscillators, is able to monitor the frequency of the resonator sensor at such rate; PLL techniques, as those mentioned above, could be an alternative solution providing a voltage directly proportional to the frequency change. However, to have enough frequency-voltage sensitivity very narrow locking ranges to be covered with wide voltage ranges would be necessary; however, it would reduce the dynamic frequency range of the system and therefore, special PLL techniques have to be developed for this aim.

The fact that oscillators are able to track the high-rate frequency shifts of the resonator does not solve the problem, because these very quickly changing frequency shifts at high central frequencies are not easy to measure with enough resolution and accuracy and, therefore, special techniques must be developed for monitoring them. A system proposed for solving this problem in *ac*-electrogravimetry applications has been introduced elsewhere \[[@b55-sensors-08-00370], [@b107-sensors-08-00370]-[@b109-sensors-08-00370]\] whose block diagram is shown in [Figure 23](#f23-sensors-08-00370){ref-type="fig"}.

The basic operation of the system can be summarized as follows. The main loop is a PLL which locks to the frequency of the oscillator in the electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM); therefore the voltage at the input of the voltage crystal controlled oscillator (VCXO) is the demodulated voltage, proportional to the frequency shifts which occur during the experiment. For improving the resolution a VCXO instead of a typical voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is used but it reduces the lock range of the main loop. To solve this problem, an external second loop, which includes a numerical control oscillator (NCO) controlled by a digital system (field programmable gate array-FPGA), makes a feed-forward correction extending the operating range of the main loop. In other words the NCO performs the coarse tuning meanwhile the main loop performs the fine tracking of the PLL.

The proposed system has been successfully implemented with sensitivity higher than 15mV/Hz and with flat amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency responses in a bandwidth bigger than 2,5KHz. It means that the system can follow frequency changes at rate as high as 2,5KHz with negligible amplitude and phase distortion. The system has been also implemented successfully in the characterization of electroactive polymers demonstrating that high rate responses in conductive polymers are possible \[[@b108-sensors-08-00370], [@b109-sensors-08-00370]\].

5.. Conclusions
===============

The problem associated with interface circuits for QCM sensors reveals that an optimal device for sensor characterization does not exist at present. The systems that better characterize the sensor are those which passively interrogate the quartz resonator so that the sensor is measured in isolation. However, these systems based on impedance analyzers or decay/impulse excitation methods include expensive equipment and do not fulfill the autonomy normally required for portable applications and are not appropriate for fast QCM measurements. On the other hand, those systems which fulfill the simplicity, autonomy and low price requirements appropriate for sensor applications have less accuracy in the determination of sensor parameters; mainly, because the external circuitry influences the sensor response which is not measured in isolation. This problem becomes more critical due to the difficulty of calibrating the response of the external circuitry in typical oscillators. Thus, the monitored parameters can not be accurately associated with a certain phase of the sensor.

Consequently, when using an oscillator to measure the frequency shift, it is necessary to consider the change in the motional resistance as well. If the motional resistance and/or the parallel capacitance change during experiment, the frequency shift monitored with the oscillator could not be equal to the MSRF shift. Thus the associated physical parameters extracted from the monitored frequency shift could include an error which is necessary to consider.

New techniques are being implemented which reasonably combine the accuracy of expensive instrumentation and the simplicity of oscillators. The overview of these lock-in techniques has shown that they should be considered as a good alternative in the future.
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![(a) Video recreation, made with FEM software (ANSYS), of the shear strain induced in a 10MHz QCR by an alternate field applied through opposing electrodes deposited on its surfaces, (b) video of the shear wave generated by the resonator into the liquid recreated with ANSYS.](sensors-08-00370f1){#f1-sensors-08-00370}

![Equivalent circuit models for loaded QCR: (a) lumped element model (LEM), and (b) extended-Butterworth Van-Dyke (BVD) model.](sensors-08-00370f2){#f2-sensors-08-00370}

![Impedance divider for the transfer function method used in reference \[[@b57-sensors-08-00370]\].](sensors-08-00370f3){#f3-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematic diagram of the interface. Adapted from \[[@b58-sensors-08-00370]\].](sensors-08-00370f4){#f4-sensors-08-00370}

![Experimental setup used to measure the parallel resonant frequency and the parallel dissipation factor (Adapted from \[[@b61-sensors-08-00370]\]).](sensors-08-00370f5){#f5-sensors-08-00370}

![Experimental setup used to measure the series resonant frequency and the series dissipation factor (Adapted from \[[@b61-sensors-08-00370]\]).](sensors-08-00370f6){#f6-sensors-08-00370}

![Qualitative description of the problem of QCM sensor characterization.](sensors-08-00370f7){#f7-sensors-08-00370}

![Qualitative description of the change in the sensor admittance due to different loads using the admittance locus diagram.](sensors-08-00370f8){#f8-sensors-08-00370}

![Basic schema of an emitter coupled oscillator configuration in which two possible options for series resonance sensor condition are shown.](sensors-08-00370f9){#f9-sensors-08-00370}

![Practical realization of an emitter coupled crystal oscillators with OTA. Adapted from \[[@b48-sensors-08-00370]\].](sensors-08-00370f10){#f10-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematic of a standard bridge oscillator (SBO) configuration.](sensors-08-00370f11){#f11-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematic of a practical realization of a standard bridge crystal oscillator configuration.](sensors-08-00370f12){#f12-sensors-08-00370}

![Practical realization of a lever oscillator configuration.](sensors-08-00370f13){#f13-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematics of practical realization of the active bridge oscillator.](sensors-08-00370f14){#f14-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematics of the operation principle of a balanced bridge oscillator configuration.](sensors-08-00370f15){#f15-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematic circuit for parallel capacitance compensation based on a three-winding transformer.](sensors-08-00370f16){#f16-sensors-08-00370}

![Circuit for parallel capacitance compensation based on a phase-locked loop technique.](sensors-08-00370f17){#f17-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematics of a practical realization of PLL based system for sensor MSRF tracking with automatic parallel capacitance compensation.](sensors-08-00370f18){#f18-sensors-08-00370}

![Parallel capacitance compensation technique using null-voltage detection instead of null-phase detection.](sensors-08-00370f19){#f19-sensors-08-00370}

![Dual-harmonic interface system for QCM sensors based on phase-locked loop technique.](sensors-08-00370f20){#f20-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematics of the basic operational concept of the lock-in techniques at maximum conductance.](sensors-08-00370f21){#f21-sensors-08-00370}

![Automatic lock-in technique at maximum conductance.](sensors-08-00370f22){#f22-sensors-08-00370}

![Schematics of an interface electronic system for fast QCM operation. Adapted from \[[@b55-sensors-08-00370]\].](sensors-08-00370f23){#f23-sensors-08-00370}
